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Story

When little fairies have enough!

"Always me, always me!" little fairy Emma has had enough. First she has to clean water lilies, then baby-sit

her little fairy sister, feed butterflies and clean up her room. Her friend Egon is so much better off! He

doesn't have to help at all and gets to flying around and play with other fairy children in the forest all day

long. Emma really wants to be Egon, because like that she'd have a simple life. But as Emma's wish comes

true all of a sudden, things turn out to be a little different after all…
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Jana Frey was born in 1969. She started writing when she was only five years old. After studying literature,
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for the "German Adolescents Literature Award" (Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis) with her title "Downward
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Wiesbaden with her family.
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